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ASC BOARD APPROVES SEXUAL HARASSMENT

SCHEDULDlG

CHl\liGES

PIANNED FOR

/..........~-......... .
.~ 1993 DIVISION EVENTS IN PHOENIX
The Division 3hould pat itself on the
~I\
For many years now, the Division
back for this one! The policy against
~~
\\has scheduled its annual business
sexual harassment sponsored by the
meetings fez one morning during the
Division over a year ago was---with some ~~
ASC conference. However, this
revisions---approved by the ASC Board of
' I ~~· ,,''
schedule has been the growing basis
Directors this past November. It went
for complaints, as more and more members
into effect immediately.
find this all-morning meeting in conflict
The approved policy was very similar to
with other sessions on the ASC program.
a proposal put forth earlier last year by
Efforts to get ASC prcgram chairs to avoid
the Division (see DivisioNews, Summer/Fall
scheduling against the Division meeting
1992). There were a few word changes, but
have failed to date.
the policy is substantively the same. The
Furthermore, if one difficulty has been
finding a good time for Division meetings
approved policy reads as follows:
during the very full ASC program, another
problem has been the amount of time needed
"The American Society of Criminology
to get Division business done. Somehow 2
is committed to equitable and
or 3 hours just seemed too long---and yet
professional treatment of all
perso.ns in all its activities. In
not long enough for everything. There had
to be a better way to do this!
particular, the American Society of
Criminology condemns sexual
Under the able leadership of Chair
harassment in any form. Sexual
Lynne Goodstein, a new schedule is in the
harassment includes: 1) unwelcome
works. Lynne has requested time next fall
sexual advances or requests for
for two Division meetings (one hour each),
sexual favors when those requests or
on Wednesday and on Friday, with a working
advances are in any way associated
session in between on Thursday. This plan
with current or potential profeswould give conunittees, task forces and
sional opportunities or decisions in
other subgroups time to meet, and may
ASC activities; or 2) conduct that
enable new items which arise at the first
creates an intimidating, hostile, or
meeting to be worked out before or during
offensive environment that
the second one. Following the Thursday
interferes with an individual's
session a reception will be held for
participation in ASC activities."
Division members and guests (replacing the
luncheon of the past two years).
While it is unclear that the adoption
Anyway, this is the rough plan at this
of this policy will have a revolutionary
time. Division officers believe this plan
impact on the behavior of some offenders,
may work a lot better. Stay tuned for
updates as ASC planning progresses.
the fact of getting ASC Board approval so
relatively quickly points both to the
timeliness of the issue and to the clout
the Division can have.
Kudos for this go to prior Chair Carole
This issue of
Garrison---who got the ball rolling with
The DivisioNews was
ASC leadership prior to her departure for
undezw:ritten by:
southeast Asiq last year---and to present
WAVELAND PRESS. IHC.
Chair Lynne Goodstein, who guided the
Many thanks . .from the Division!
policy through this year. Good job!
POLICY EFFECTIVE Il!HEDIATELY!
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